Rainbow Matryoshka SOLUTION
This puzzle is more of a pinpoint game, in which you try to solve for the exact
location by solving a series of small riddles. The game´s rules/hints are all in the title.
The word Rainbow gives you the sequence in which you solve the puzzle.
(Red,orange,yellow, green,blue,purple fireworks.) The word Matryoshka means
russians dolls that stack within each other from large to small. This symbolizes each
picture within the firework, which gradually leads to a more specific location.
(Continent, Country, State, City, Attraction , Main point of Attraction.)
As given in the title you start with the color red and try solving for the location
depicted using the given pictures, and are allowed to use any outside source if
necessary. The first color has a compass pointing to North, and a picture of Amerigo
Vespucci, a explorer in which the continent was named after (Solution: NORTH
+AMERICA)
Then following the color scheme, you solve for the orange firework. Which has
a picture of the Bald Eagle, which represents Freedom and is the national bird of USA.
(Solution: United States of America)
The yellow firework has a picture of a flag which consists of a bird and american
shield. Knowing that this puzzle is a pinpoint game, and given the first 2 answers, it
can be assumed that the given would most likely be a state. Using outside sources and
finding this flag, will lead the person to decipher that this is the Illinois flag.
(Solution: State-Illinois)
Onwards to green, there is a picture of a cloud blowing wind and a city. This
symbolizes Windy city, another name for Chicago. ( Solution: City-Chicago)
The blue firework consists of different shades of blue, with an arrow pointing to
a darker shade. And a dock like picture. The shade of blue it’s pointing to is Navy Blue,
and the other picture represents a Pier. If you think of a place in Chicago that consists
of the word Pier, most likely conclude that it depicts Navy Pier. (Solution: NAVY PIER)
The fun doesn't end there, because there is one last picture to solve. This
picture is pretty straightforward. It’s the main attraction at Navy Pier and the picture
basically depicts it. ( Solution: Ferris Wheel)
Overall Solution is T
 he Ferris Wheel at Navy Pier.

